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Margaret McCartney: The zombie statistic behind the
push for seven day working
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Apparently, if you are admitted to hospital at the weekend you
are 16%more likely to die. This was featured on Radio 4’sNews
Quiz, indicating that it’s passed into the realm of the “zombie
statistic”—namely, completely spurious but widely accepted
as fact.
It started with a 2012 paper in the Journal of the Royal Society
of Medicine.1 The BBC then reported that patients were “‘more
likely to die’ if admitted at weekends.”2 The Guardian said,
“Those admitted on a Sunday have a 16% higher risk of dying
within a month than those admitted on a Wednesday . . . a
‘significant increased risk.’”3

The study, a retrospective observational study of admissions in
England during 2009-10, followed up patients for 30 days after
admission and included adjustment for diagnosis and
comorbidities.1 Full data were available for 14 217 640
admissions and 187 337 deaths.4 That’s a 1.32% absolute risk
of death in the 30 days after admission; a 16% difference in this
absolute risk is tiny. How certain can we be that the adjustments
for morbidities, for example, were accurate? Not very.
Studies of this design can identify association, not causation.
To assume that mortality rates should not vary with the day of
admission is to assume no differences in the kinds of reasons
patients are admitted on different days. For example, if palliative
care community services are not running at normal levels, are
people admitted to hospital at the weekend to die?
Less prominent in the media was the same researchers’ finding
of the same pattern in the United States, where working patterns
differ from those in the United Kingdom. But the same
researchers also found that people admitted to a UK hospital on
a weekend were the least likely to die there on a weekend. The
meaning of these associations is unclear: how patients end up
in hospital on different days has yet to be properly described,
let alone understood.
Yet the 16% statistic is being used to push government policy
for seven day working in the NHS. Consultants, just like GPs,
already work weekends. Fewer of them are present, because the
routine weekday work is absent. Analyses of staffing at the
weekend have been of poor quality.4 Full seven day working

would mean doing more routine work at weekends—which,
with no more staff, would mean that fewer doctors were
available in the week.
We do know that dedicated consultant time with continuity is
associated with better outcomes.5 But put the policy brakes on:
the NHS should run on fair use and high quality evidence.
Shifting routine work to the weekend because of uncertain data
may waste resources and do harm. Meanwhile, seriously ill
people are now scared to be admitted to hospital at the weekend,
and some ask to be admitted on a Monday instead.
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